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Abstract

Machine learning is reaching nearly every programming language and most kinds of devices. While the most popular language for developing machine learning application is Python, it has its own limits, for example, the partial compatibility with Android devices. When a mobile application needs to train a model, it is easier to achieve this with the device’s native language like Java or Kotlin. There are many machine learning libraries for Java, but most of them lack Android support. This paper compares the resources needed to train random forest, support-vector machine and K-means models of the Weka, Tribuo and SMILE libraries. We developed an application to compare these libraries’ implementations on datasets with various sizes. The results show that Weka is the suggested library for bigger datasets and complex models, as it is the least resource hungry.
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1. Introduction

In September 2020, Oracle announced Tribuo, their open source Java machine learning library under Apache 2.0 license. It features many commonly used algo-
rithms like random forest, SVM, lasso, K-means, so it can solve prediction, classification, regression, clustering and anomaly detection problems. SMILE, the Statistical Machine Intelligence and Learning Engine is another machine learning library for Java. Its main advantage is performance compared to other libraries and algorithm support. Weka is a general purpose open source machine learning software with Java API, which is easy to use and has its own graphical interface. The common thing in these libraries is that they can be used with Java or Kotlin and there are many algorithms that all of them support. Because of this, their performance can be compared in the same environment, which will be an Android device with a mobile processor in it. Although these are not native Android libraries, they can work on these systems and their performance can be compared. Kotlin is a programming language for JVM, which became the preferred language for Android programming. Codes from Java can be transformed into Kotlin code, so it is easy to use Java libraries in this environment. Benchmarking mobile devices’ model training performance is a repeating task, because we can measure how much these devices evolved in years. In this paper, we present the Android machine learning ecosystem, the libraries, the challenge of porting machine learning libraries, and the results.

2. Related Works

With the evolution of mobile devices and applications, it was inevitable to use machine learning techniques for more personal user experience. Most applications use pre-trained models to recognize voice, to take better pictures or to swap faces. There are many disadvantages of training models on mobile, for example, the energy consumption [14]. Besides that, there are many use cases of models trained on mobiles like comparison of machine learning capability of processors [8], detecting potholes [9], or malware [19]. The present work can be placed on the topic of machine learning and Android benchmarking. There are many articles about comparing devices or machine learning libraries by training time, memory and CPU efficiency. For a complete benchmarking tool, there is the PMLB, the Penn machine learning benchmark [16]. There are other papers about benchmarking, like the Analysis of DAWNBench, a Time-to-Accuracy Machine Learning Performance Benchmark [4], the MLPerf Training Benchmark [12], or the Benchmark of Machine Learning Methods for Classification of a Sentinel-2 Image [18].

2.1. Java Machine Learning

Java is not a popular language for machine learning, but it is popular for application development, and because of the need of intelligent applications, it supports many machine learning features with libraries. Each of these supports different algorithms and datasets and each of them has advantages for specific systems. Weka [6] is a complete machine learning software with graphical interface, command-line interface and it can be used as a Java library too. It supports tasks like pre-
processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules and visualization. SMILE [10], the Statistical Machine Intelligence and Learning Engine is a powerful engine that covers every aspect of machine learning. It supports JVM languages, so SMILE codes can be transformed into Kotlin codes. It has many algorithms for classification, regression, clustering, association rule mining and many built-in solutions for pre-processing, validation, feature engineering and time series. Oracle Tribuo [17] is a newly open sourced machine learning library written in Java and it has unique features like provenance, type safety and interoperability. Models, datasets, and evaluations have provenance, which means they know the transformations and parameters used to create them. The interoperability means that Tribuo has interfaces to libraries like XGBoost [3] and Tensorflow [1] and the ONNX [2] exchange format. Deeplearning4J [21] is a SMILE based library focusing on deep learning, which is not in the scope of this paper. H2O [7] is an in-memory platform that has many softwares and libraries for machine learning. It supports most kind of data mining tasks and it can be integrated with Java applications through REST API or embedding. Mallet [13] is another option for applications which use natural language processing, document classification or clustering.

3. Machine Learning on Android

When we want to train and use machine learning models on Android, we can encounter many challenges. The main reason not to train models especially with large datasets on mobiles is that these operations need a lot of energy, so running applications would result in battery drain. While training is possible, it is limited by these devices’ memory capacity, because most mid-range smartphones usually have 4-6 gigabytes of memory, and this is not enough for processing larger datasets, not to mention that Android has limitations for memory usage. Another challenge for mobile machine learning developers is the architectural difference between the processors of computers and mobiles. Using Java libraries on these devices can be risky because Android does not have full Java support, so it is possible that some functions don not work or work, but with different results.

Currently, applications that want to use machine learning can choose from using TensorFlow Lite, or a library with Android Neural Network API support, or web services. With TensorFlow Lite developers can mostly use pre-trained models created with TensorFlow or they can train specific models for image and text classification. A popular choice is to use machine learning web services where the application sends data to the service and gets back the result.

3.1. Porting Weka

Weka contains many Android incompatible code, mostly its graphical interface and logging, but there are many more functions that use specific code parts, which cannot be compiled on mobiles. Our strategy here was to remove everything that is incompatible and see how the application can work with the newly compiled Weka.
The porting was successful, however sometimes minor errors occurred during the tests. The tested library was based on rjmarsan’s Weka-for-Android project [11].

### 3.2. Porting SMILE

SMILE also contained incompatible code, for example Java codes that were not supported by Android or functions with `java.sql` type. Because the number of these code parts were few, they were replaced by Android compatible ones. The result was good enough to run on mobiles, but it did not support all features, and some of these errors occurred during runtime.

### 3.3. Porting Tribuo

Oracle’s Tribuo library consists of many Maven artifacts, and some of them were not needed for this application. There are modules which cannot be compiled on Android, but the most important ones, namely tribuo-data, tribuo-classification-trees, tribuo-clustering-kmeans and tribuo-classification-sgd ran without modifications. Overall we can say that not all of Tribuo’s functions work on Android, especially the ones using third-party libraries, but we can do simple machine learning tasks with it on mobiles.

### 4. Application

The aim of the Android application is to measure properties of machine learning libraries like memory usage or runtime. The libraries involved are the newly open sourced Oracle Tribuo, SMILE and Weka. The application runs the same test with each library, which means it trains models like SVM, Random Forest and K-means on multiple datasets with different sizes. The test uses the same algorithms and parameters for all libraries. The results and runtime properties are logged by the application.

The graphical interface is quite simple. When we tap on a library name, the software will train a selected type of model on a selected dataset. The “ALL” button is for running the training operation of all libraries parallelly. We can choose from the Iris dataset [5] with 150 records, a subset of the Record Linkage Comparison Patterns dataset [15, 20] with 60,000 records and the full Record Linkage Comparison Patterns dataset with 5749132 records. The algorithms we can choose from are the random forest with 500 trees, split rule GINI, maximum depth = 20, maximum nodes = data size / 5 and node size = 5, the SVM with an RBF kernel, gamma = 0.1, lambda = 0.5, epochs = 30, and the K-Means algorithm with 2 or 3 centroids based on the dataset, iterations = 10 and distance is Euclidean. The outputted result contains the runtime, the maximum and the average CPU usage, the memory usage and the energy consumption.
5. Results

Weka, SMILE and Tribuo can train machine learning models on Android and all of them can be used for simpler applications. As the software trained the same models with the same parameters and datasets these models’ performance was the same on the test datasets. The only difference between these libraries was in the runtime, memory usage, average CPU usage and energy consumption.

5.1. Runtime

In Table 1 and Figure 2, we can see how fast the libraries finished the training of the models, where the prefix is the dataset (i is the Iris dataset and p is the Patterns dataset), and the second part is the name of the algorithm (where r is the random forest, s is the support-vector machine and k is the K-means).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i-r</th>
<th>i-s</th>
<th>i-k</th>
<th>p-6-r</th>
<th>p-6-s</th>
<th>p-6-k</th>
<th>p-r</th>
<th>p-s</th>
<th>p-k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tribuo</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>49.72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.29</td>
<td>3187.497</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weka</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>22.73</td>
<td>459.304</td>
<td>1696.58</td>
<td>92.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILE</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, most of the time, Weka library was the fastest, except for K-means where SMILE was faster. For smaller datasets, both Tribuo’s and SMILE’s results are good, but for larger ones, they were much slower than Weka. Where there are zeros in the table, the software did not complete the training of the model, because the Android system killed the application due to its high resource need.
5.2. Memory Consumption

In Table 2 and Figure 3, we can see how much memory the algorithms needed in megabytes. The notation is the same as in Table 1 and Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i-r</th>
<th>i-s</th>
<th>i-k</th>
<th>p-6-r</th>
<th>p-6-s</th>
<th>p-6-k</th>
<th>p-r</th>
<th>p-s</th>
<th>p-k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tribuo</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weka</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>103.4</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>133.8</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>354.6</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILE</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>265.8</td>
<td>285.4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear, that Weka used the least amount of memory, but in some cases Tribuo was very close to it, like in iris-svm, iris-kmeans, and patterns-kmeans. There are special cases where the training did not finish, like Tribuo’s pattern-60000-svm, pattern-rsvm and pattern-kmeans or SMILE’s pattern-60000-svm, pattern-svm and pattern-kmeans where the memory need was extremely high compared to other cases. The highest value was the SMILE’s K-means training for the Pattern dataset where the application used 1.2 GB memory. For smaller datasets we can say that Tribuo and SMILE needed somewhat more memory, but this is not a huge difference.
5.3. Battery Consumption

In Table 3 and Figure 4 we can see the battery consumption of the application, when it trains the selected models. The table’s and figure’s notations are the same as earlier. The values range from 0 to 1, where 0 is the no energy need and 1 is the highest energy need.

Table 3. Energy consumption of algorithms on specified datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i-r</th>
<th>i-s</th>
<th>i-k</th>
<th>p-6-r</th>
<th>p-6-s</th>
<th>p-6-k</th>
<th>p-r</th>
<th>p-s</th>
<th>p-k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tribuo</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weka</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILE</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Battery consumption is an important part of these measurements, because this means that a machine learning application could be maintained or it drains the battery that much, that the application is unusable. In Figure 4 we can see that Weka used the least amount of battery, the next one was Tribuo and the hungriest library was SMILE. For smaller tasks, Tribuo’s and Weka’s energy need were nearly the same.
5.4. Average CPU Usage

In Table 4 and Figure 5 we can see the average CPU usage while training the models. The table’s and figure’s notations are the same as earlier. Average CPU usage shows how these libraries use this resource. When this value is below 50, it means that other applications can run parallelly while the training is running.

Table 4. CPU usage of algorithms on specified datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i-r</th>
<th>i-s</th>
<th>i-k</th>
<th>p-6-r</th>
<th>p-6-s</th>
<th>p-6-k</th>
<th>p-r</th>
<th>p-s</th>
<th>p-k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tribuo</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weka</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILE</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that SMILE needs the most CPU resource for every algorithm and dataset. The second most processor hungry library was Tribuo, but it produced similar results as Weka. This means that with better processors, SMILE would perform better in runtime. For weaker processors, it is strongly advised to use Weka because of its small resource need.
6. Conclusion

This paper showed that using machine learning libraries meant for Java can be used in Android application development if we have a specific task. However if an application uses models for image or text classification the recommendation is to use Tensorflow or web services. Specific tasks can be classifying or recommendation based on the users’ data, where it is necessary to train a local model.

Porting Weka, Tribuo and SMILE to Android devices is a somewhat challenging task, because each of them has some Java version or platform specific codes, which will not work on mobiles. To compare these libraries’ performance, we must select algorithms that each of them supports and has Android compatible implementation. For the comparison, we chose the random forest, SVM and K-means models and datasets with different sizes. The results show that Weka is the suggested library for bigger datasets and complex models, as it is the least resource hungry. It supports a wide range of algorithms, so every kind of machine learning task can be done with it. For smaller datasets or fewer complex models, Tribuo and Smile can be an option because they get updates frequently, so they can react faster to market needs.

An improvement can be extending these tests with other datasets, algorithms, or multiple devices. The results could be compared to results from computers instead of Android devices. As new machine learning libraries are released, they could be ported to mobiles and the results could be extended.
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